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INCREDIBLE
VISUAL QUALITY
PAIRED WITH
EXCITING 
PROGRAMMING

SPI presents a new,
state-of-the-art 
TV channel featuring 
breathtaking visual
content which
delivers
the ultimate 
Ultra HD
experience.

travel / nature  
documentaries  
art / culture
LIFESTYLE / ENTERTAINMENT
tv series
extreme adventures
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general entertainment 
Ultra HD channel presenting 

amazing premium native UHD 
footage devoted to nature, 

travel, lifestyle, performing 
arts, music broadcast in

uhd resolution. 

We are celebrating the UHD revolution  
by shaping our programming offer into  
an impressive and diverse presentation  
of native UHD productions from world’s
most reliable and innovative suppliers.

channel
posıtıonıng
strategy
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SPI provides the highest picture quality 
and a clear focus on native UHD content.

Most of the content available  
in the market for UHD is not suitable  
for broadcast. Therefore, SPI labs  
spend extensive hours on filtering  
and assuring the quality in order  
to sustain its UHD quality. 

This “signing policy” leads to the high 
level of quality of all content shown  
on our FunBox UHD live channel.

At the same time we are keen to secure 
rights to content that is attractive  
for all the audience around the world.

funboxuhd

spı’s hıgh qualıty
approach to uhd
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WORLDWIDE 
INTERNATIONAL 

CONTENT AND MANY 
DIFFERENT GENRES:

ENGAGINg &
ENTERTAINING
CHANNEL
WHICH
KEEPS YOU
WATCHING

travel / nature  
documentaries  

art / culture
LIFESTYLE / ENTERTAINMENT

tv series
extreme adventures
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From a very witty and very delicate 
comedy about women’s wisdom to 
lyrical comedy showing how good it is 
when a love-match becomes also  
a marriage of convenience. Starring 
some of the most popular 
Russian actors.

        
dream journey
Dream journey is a travel expedition through Scotland, Poland, 
France, Mexico, Belize. From scubadiving to skydiving, ziplining over 
a Mexican Jungle, trying habanero-packed streetfood and organic 
tekila, climbing a Maya pyramid, to fed hibiscus flowers to a very 
extravagant donkey are part of this travel expedition.This series show 
you visiting the most remote corners of our planet reminds you how 
different and yet how similar we all are.
        
for fun only
In this series of programs with the common title “FOR FUN”, we talk 
about people who have run away/escaped from everyday life to the 
world of their passions. The series is devoted to sports activities and 
hobbies from the very popular horse riding, through off-road, to 
ballooning and gliding.
        
how ıt’s made
The series “How Do They Make It” is a journey into the world of 
complex mechanisms surrounding contemporary man.  It’s a story 
about places where exceptional things are being created to make our 
travel, communication, work, and life easier. In every program, we 
visit a new place.  Our series is about creating unique products but 
also about the commitment, passion, and work of the people who 
create them. 



travel / nature

Explore the beauty  
and mysteries of the world
Rediscover nature and go on an amazing journey 
around the world watching some of 
the best UHD footage never 
before shown on television.

The most beautiful, mysterious 
and wildest places in the world.

 Secret history, the riddles of science, 
answers to the questions that have
long been on your mind.

 Adventures in the wildest places 
and mythical journeys across the 
Arctic, Alaska, Sahara, Patagonia, 
The Amazon and more...  
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From a very witty and very delicate 
comedy about women’s wisdom to 
lyrical comedy showing how good it is 
when a love-match becomes also  
a marriage of convenience. Starring 
some of the most popular 
Russian actors.

        
Sea chef 
Till now, chefs went to the market to pick the best products for their 
restaurants. Ángel León, a two Michelin starred chef from Andalusia, 
goes fishing. We go all over the coast of Spain to capture great pieces 
and show the best way to prepare the most awesome recipes with 
different types of fish, even those species unknown for most of the 
viewers. A program that may be suited for both lifestyle, travel and 
adventure audiences.
        
Rocky Mountains  
Two of the world’s finest adventurers meet mid-summer in McBride, 
British Columbia. A thermal air lifts them towards Mt. Robson and 
they set flight for the Canada-US border. Along the way, they push  
the sport of paragliding, or more precisely vol-bivy or “fly camping”,  
as they journey 640 kilometres above the Canadian Rockies.  
Will Gadd and Gavin McClurg were named National Geographic 
Adventurers of the Year in 2014 for their 35-day journey across 
rugged landscapes which is the longest air journey by a paraglider 
ever recorded. All captured in native 4K.
        
7 wonders, 7 emotions   
A travel documentary film which explores  the new seven wonders  
as they were selected by 1 million voters across the world: Colosseum 
in Italy, Machu Picchu in Peru, Petra in Jordan, Taj Mahal in India, 
Great Wall in China, Chichen Itza in Mexico and Cristo Redentor  
in Brazil. The film is narrated by the internationally acclaimed actor 
Sean Astin (Lord of the Rings).



DOCUMENTARIES
        
Island Hunter
This series is your insiders look into exotic island destinations around the 
world. Where to go? What to see? Island Hunter shows you how to find 
the best spots to party, the hippest bars and lounges, the most luxurious 
resorts, and of course, the unique cuisines that define each of these 
paradise destinations. The host for every episode will be your conduit to 
getting an encyclopedic knowledge about the island; local cultures, secret 
hotspots, and much more! 
        
Going Beyond
Going Beyond is wanderlust-filled hitchhiker Mariia Khandus’s new travel 
project. She’s journeyed around the world. We visit the non-touristy places 
and show you the real Indochina! This is a set of stories of different people, 
through the prism of whom we show life in a country. It is a collection 
of diverse achievements, experiences and emotions. We are looking 
for the most interesting stories for you to keep expanding your own 
consciousness. Unbelievable panoramic views, interesting people,
exciting stories and adventures. 
        
Maximum Foodie 
Maximum Foodie is Sashi De’s global journey to learn what chefs around 
the world are doing to push food to a new frontier. A rendezvous with 
the best chefs around the planet, Max Foodie will showcase the latest 
and greatest from Michelin Guide & S. Pellegrino’s Asia’s 50 Best Restaurant 
lists to show audiences the lengths top chefs go to, to bring you the very 
best that food can be.
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food

        

The world’s best and most innovative chefs 
make guest appearances at the Ikarus 
Restaurant in Red Bull Hangar-7. The 
documentary series Culinary Heights at Ikarus 
grants extraordinary insights into the world of 
top-level gastronomy. Ever wanted to peer over 
the shoulders of international kitchen greats, or 
experience the challenges faced by the team at 
Ikarus Restaurant, or accompany Roland Trettl 
as he visits the guest chefs on home territory? 
Culinary Heights at Ikarus gives you the 
opportunity to do just that. Discover all there 
is to know about the world’s most prestigious 
chefs and their favourite dishes. Savour tasteful 
entertainment at its best.

food

        
Culinary 
Heights
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Holy Grail/Pure Blue (Kojima, Japan): A 
trip to Jean street in Kojima, Japan with 
Pure Blue Jeans to uncover the history and 
manufacturing practices of Japanese salvage 
denim. Re-Done Vintage Jeans (Los Angeles, 
CA): Tracing the origins of vintage American 
jeans and those who collect and restore them. 
69 Jeans (Downtown Los Angeles, CA): A wild 
take on the future of Jeans through the eyes 
of the anonymous designer of 69 denim. 

SOCIAL FABRIC
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art / culture

        

performing arts series (13x50)
Produced by Medina Media

Thirteen 50-minute episodes shot in native UHD:

 The most brilliant stars of a new
 generation of flamenco artists 

 Seville’s most renowned venues 

 Live recordings of jazz and symphonic   
           flamenco 

 Amazing coverage of the Flamenco
 Fashion Week
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La Bohème
cinematic opera in UHD
Produced by DBW Communication

This extraordinary edition of La Bohème was 
directed by one of Italy’s greatest film directors, 
Ettore Scola during  
the 60th Puccini Festival in Torre del Lago, Italy. 
DBW Communication employed six UHD Sony 
F55 cameras, one UHD OBVan, several certified 
cinema UHD lenses, and a new Sony server able 
to film up to four UHD streams at the same 
time.

art / culture
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Get up close and personal with a group of 
International recruits as they tackle one of 
the toughest training courses on the planet, 
in order to become the next generation 
of Anti-Poaching Rangers, and help save 
endangered species from extinction. 
This returnable series, shot on 4k UHD 
over 5 weeks in three remote South Africa 
locations,  gains exclusive access and gets 
close to the action and under the skin of 
these young people who are prepared to 
risk their own existence, to save the world’s 
wildlife for future generations.



        

Host Cedric Small travels through 
Luxembourg on his way to France. On his 
way, he stops at The Old School Barbers 
(Lintgen location) to work with their team 
of Master Barbers for the day. Owner Tom 
Trummer, invites Cedric to cut and shave 
one of his best customers, Luxembourg’s 
very own model, extreme athlete and  
music sensation Thierry Mersch!
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Lifestyle / Entertainment

        

The Boat Show is a program dedicated 
to nautical lovers and boat owners, 
or dreamers. It is made with passion 
by a team of experts with more than 
15 years of experience. The Boat 
Show covers water tests, reports 
from international boat shows, visits 
to shipyards, boat maintenance and 
technology, everyday boat repair 
and maintenance tips, races, events, 
celebrities, cooking, safety, charters 
and ports.

        

The Boat Show is a program dedicated 
to nautical lovers and boat owners, 
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There are people who move the hearts  
of people with the trampoline, backboard 
and a basketball. It is the acrobatic 
basketball team. The acrobatic basketball 
is the sport which combines the acrobatics 
and basketball and sublimates in art, and 
the world’s best team ‘Lords of Gravity’ 
from Hungary is gaining much popularity. 
This team with 5 members had their first 
performance in Siberia, and continues  
in the US and Europe. 

        

There are people who move the hearts 

        



        
breakıng the day

Test pilot Elliot Seguin has always dreamed 
of building and flying his own experimental 
aircraft. His Quickie design is on the verge 
of completion, but when Elliot finds out he’s 
going to be a father, he must decide if the risk 
is worth the reward. 
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tv series

        
Do Not Cross The Line

A gripping female led procedural drama 
set entirely in a police station where four 
officers and a coroner have only 24 hours 
to crack the case. The head of the unit 
is a skilled policewoman with a secret 
life of drug abuse, bouts of agoraphobia 
and suicidal tendencies. She runs a tight 
knit, highly orchestrated team who push 
boundaries of ethical practices when 
in a race against the clock to get their 
suspects to confess. When her superiors 
question unusual operating tactics,they 
get conveniently overlooked as the unit 
manages to pull out the most remarkable 
results just in time.
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tv series

        
ST-nICKEL

The series focuses on a dysfunctional Franco-
Ontarian family who launch a campaign to 
protect their neighbourhood from an invasion 
of big box stores and other encroaching 
signs of gentrification, and unexpectedly find 
themselves thrust into the role of community 
leaders.
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